Bilbrook CE Middle School
Year 7 Maths
Number as a product
of its prime factors

Disprove a
conjecture

Find and use
multiples

Prime
numbers

Common factors
including the HCF

Prime numbers
and Proof

YEAR

Understand and use
the probability scale

8

Make and test
conjectures

Common multiples
including the LCM

Sum of angles in a
Vertically
Mental
triangle and a
opposite angles
strategies
quadrilateral

Angles at a
point and on
a straight line

Estimation for
checking mental
calculations

Square and
triangular numbers

Use known
number facts to
derive other facts

Factors of
numbers and
expressions

The sum of
probabilities for all
possible outcomes is 1

Probability of a
single event

Generate sample
spaces for single
events

Intersection
and union of
sets

Sets and
Probability

Geometric
Reasoning

Probability vocabulary
Use factors to
simplify
calculations

Number sense

Constructing
triangles – SSS,
SAS and ASA

Interpret and
draw pie charts

Use factors to
simplify
calculations

Use known
algebraic facts to
derive other facts

Identify and
represent sets

Venn
diagrams

Triangles,
quadrilaterals
and polygons

Perpendicular and
parallel lines

Angles as a
measure of turn

Angles between
180° and 360°

Equivalent
fractions

Order of Algebraic expressions+ / - directed
operations with directed number numbers

Converting

Order directed
numbers

Directed
number
% of amounts
Find the whole

Angles up to
180°
Classify
angles

Position and
Direction

Fractions in
+ / - fractions
algebraic contexts

x / ÷ directed
numbers

Two-step
equations

+ / - Fractions

Fractions of
amounts

Calculations
that cross zero
Fractions and
% of amount

Percentages of
amounts

Solve problems
involving mean
Subtracting integers
and decimals

Solve problems
with perimeter

Solve financial
problems

Frequency trees

Number x / ÷

Factors

x / ÷ by
powers of 10

Convert
metric units

Fractions of
amounts

÷ integers
and decimals

Area of
triangles

Adding integers
and decimals

Properties
of + / Mental
strategies

Choosing the
appropriate
method

Properties of
x/÷

Bar and line
charts

Tables and
timetables

Multiples

Multiply by
0.1 and 0.01

x integers
and decimals

Area of rectangles and
parallelograms

Order of
operations

Number + / Convert fluently
between FDP

Represent
any fraction
as a diagram

Convert Convert fifths and
simple FDP
quarters

Fraction and decimal
number lines

Tenths and hundredths Round to 1
significant figure
as diagrams

Position decimals on
a number line

Find the median of
a list of integers

Understand
fractions as
division

Find the range of a
list of integers

Identify and use
equivalent fractions
Represent
fractions on
number lines

Use and interpret
simple pie charts

Substitute into two-step
expressions

Percentages on a Convert tenths and
hundred square
hundredths

Represent functions
graphically

Understanding
equality

Tenths and
hundredths on
number lines

Solve 1 step
equations (+/-)

Fractions,
decimals and
percentages

Order a list
of integers

Compare Place value
and order - decimals
any numbers
Compare
integers
using =, ≠,<,>

Understand like Collect like terms
and unlike terms using ≡ symbol

Round
integers to
powers of 10

Intervals on a
number line

Position
integers on a
number line

Find functions from
expressions
Understand and
write integers

2 function machines
(algebra)
Generate sequences
from a rule
2 step function
machines

Understand and
use fact families

Algebra –
equality &
equivalence

Solve 1 step The meaning of
equations (x/÷) equivalence

Place
Value

Recognising integer
place value

Substitute into single
expressions

Use inverse
operations

Find functions
from expressions

Find missing
terms (H)

Linear and nonlinear sequences

Predict and check
next term(s)

Algebra sequences

YEAR

7

Single function
machines (algebra)

Use diagrams and
letters to
generalise number
operations

Single function
machine

Algebra notation

Explain the termto-term rule

Sequences in a table
and graphically

Describe and continue
sequences

